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MOTORWAYS OF THE SEA

(Can we turn Pipedreams into Reality?)

Dr John Fannon (Sollerta Ltd)

Background

Short Sea shipping is as old as shipping itself. Archaeological investigations into ships 
wrecked long ago in the Mediterranean show that trade between Mediterranean countries has 
been carried out since the dawn of civilisation, as soon as people began to have things to 
trade.

It has been only in recent times that water transport has been superseded by the all 
conquering internal combustion road vehicle. Since the introduction of the ISO Container, 
Roll On Roll Off has become the preferred intermodal operation, and today the sea crossings 
are made as short as possible to maximise the opportunity of wheels on tarmac.

Yet it is well known that the most carbon friendly means of conveying loads is on water, with 
wheels on tarmac being the most profligate of fuel. Today, we have become ever conscious 
of the ecological disadvantages of total reliance of road haulage, and we are becoming more 
interested in the possibilities of short sea shipping once more. And yet, from point of view of 
the hauliers, RORO and the shortest sea crossings still present the most flexible means of 
transport, in regards to security, efficiency and the likelihood of picking up back loads.

The PROPOSSE Project

PROPOSSE is an acronym for Promotion of Short Sea Shipping and cooperation with Small 
to Medium Enterprises (SMEs). PROPOSSE was a collaborative project set up under EU 
funding in 2009 with the express purpose of promoting short sea shipping as a real alternative 
to other means of goods transportation.  The partners were Spain (Port of Gijon), Portugal 
(Port of Aveiro), France (Port of Le Havre), Ireland (Port of Cork) and the UK (Port of Poole 
and Marine South East).

The main objective of the project was to identify the main obstacles and potential 
opportunities for switching of freight to short sea shipping and motorways of the sea. The 
focus was to seek alternatives to the exclusive transport by road between the SMEs of the 
hinterlands of the Ports of Aveiro, Gijon, Le Havre, Poole and Cork. 

The work reported in this paper has arisen from Sollerta Ltd’s subcontract with Marine South 
East, a consultancy based in Southampton and one of the partners of the PROPOSSE project.
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The concept of the ‘Hinterland’

One of the objectives of the PROPOSSE study was consideration of SMEs in the hinterland 
of the ports working in the project. With this in mind Poole Harbour Commissioners had 
commissioned Pantrak to carry out investigations of the import and export of goods between 
the South West of England and France, Spain and Portugal. A similar investigation was made 
of the import and export of goods from the Midlands of England to these countries. 

However, while the concept of ‘hinterland SMEs’ might be useful for partners in France, 
Spain or Portugal, it was not really applicable to the UK or Ireland. The geographical position 
of the island of Great Britain means that the preponderance of trade into mainland Europe 
was through channel ports. SMEs from all parts of England, Scotland and Wales could import 
or export through channel ports via RORO traffic. Trade between Ireland and mainland 
Europe is predominantly via the ‘land bridge’ across southern England, again using the 
channel ports.

The largest proportion of exports and imports is carried via the Dover – Calais sea crossing or 
the Channel Tunnel. So in a sense, the UK already uses short sea shipping – very short sea 
shipping. However, the focus on Dover – Calais means that the roads leading into the South 
East of England are congested. This is compounded by the Irish traffic using the UK ‘land 
bridge’. Any glitch, strike or other hold up to the channel crossing service leads to the M2 
motorway becoming a parking lot. 

So as far as the UK was concerned, our focus in the PROPOSSE project was to explore 
whether there are more efficient and economic alternatives to the Dover – Calais sea 
crossing, using the Western channel ports, particularly Poole.

Routes between UK and Mainland Europe

The Dover - Calais route (Channel Tunnel Shuttle or sea crossing) attracts over 80% of the 
RORO traffic between the UK and mainland Europe.

Channel Tunnel Shuttles can take up to 30 HGV trucks with departures every 10, 12, or 15 
minutes depending on traffic density. The time from the M20 junction in UK to A16 junction 
in France is 90 minutes at most.

After falling off sharply for years, goods train traffic levels stabilised over 2008: 2,718 trains 
carried 1.24 million tonnes of freight via the Channel Tunnel, i.e. an average load of 456 
tonnes per train.

Dover sea crossings occur on average every 25 minutes around the clock (46 sailings per 
day).  Each vessel can hold up to 120 trucks or 500 cars. The traffic from other channel ports
is much less as the following table shows. Routes between UK and France and Spain from 
the UK channel ports are shown below:
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UK Port French Port
Crossing Time - Hrs
Day (Night)

Crossings per 
Week 

Dover Calais 1.5 300
Newhaven Dieppe 4 13
Portsmouth Caen 6 (7) 18

Le Havre 5.5 7
St Malo 9 (10.75) 6
Bilbao 24 2
Santander 24 2

Poole Cherbourg 4.5 (6.5) 14
Santander 27 1

Plymouth Roscoff 6 (8) 14-18
Santander 19-24 1

From a UK point of view, the PROPOSSE objectives were to encourage hauliers to consider
crossing the channel via the western ports such as Poole as an alternative to the Dover –
Calais crossing. The routes available from Poole were to Cherbourg, and Santander, but the 
south coast ports of Portsmouth and Plymouth also provide routes into western France and 
northern Spain.

Attitudes of UK Hauliers

The basis question was the attitude of UK hauliers to this idea of short sea routes into western 
France or northern Spain as an alternative to the Dover – Calais route. The PROPOSSE
project team produced questionnaires for hauliers, freight forwarders and ports. The partners 
in the PROPOSSE project devoted much effort in engaging with these various logistics 
actors, with varying success. 

For the UK in particular, it became clear that generally, hauliers focused almost exclusively 
on the Dover – Calais route into mainland Europe. ‘We have no interest in any other route’
said a very well known haulage company that runs vehicles throughout Europe. 

Remarks of Logistics companies interviewed at Multimodal 2011 revealed a number of 
replies, not all of them consistent with each other;

• “We subcontract all our freight movements to hauliers; they make the decisions”
• “Hauliers get paid by the kilometre so there is less interest in reducing distance 

travelled”
• “Service frequency is very important as well as price of diesel”
• “Hauliers only interested if there is a daily service”
• “With an infrequent service it’s disastrous if a slot is missed”
• “UK Hauliers are very conservative. It’s very difficult to get them to change”
• “Cost is king”
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Yet even a quick glance at the geography shows that there must be cost advantages in a short 
sea route, particularly into northern Spain. And as the UK Road Haulage Association 
admitted, no-one walks past a good deal if they can see one. 

Therefore, to Sollerta the question posed itself – can we do anything to show hauliers that 
there is a potentially good deal waiting to be had?

The TruckDriver Utility

We decided to develop a web based utility which we called TruckDriver which was to be
hosted on our website. In developing this utility, we benefited from the use of Google Maps 
to calculate distances between points on land. We used JavaScript to present to the user
choice of start point and end point, type of road vehicle, units, currency and exit and entry 
ports. We used Road Haulage Association (RHA) data to model the cost of ownership of a 
lorry and the cost per km or per mile. RHA data takes into account all known factors in the 
cost build up including the capital cost of the lorry and its depreciation, cost of borrowing, the 
driver’s salary, insurance, licences, fuel consumption, tyre wear and maintenance. The RHA 
published values are averages based on the data submitted by their members. 

We also modelled the EU directive on drive times, to reflect that no more than 9 hours 
driving was allowed per day, and it had to be followed by 11 hours rest.

In order to take account of the concerns of our Irish colleagues, TruckDriver allows for up to 
two sea crossings. Therefore Irish hauliers can investigate the comparative costs of a direct 
route say between Cork and Gijon as opposed to the ‘land bridge route’ via Cork – Swansea –
Dover and Calais.

TruckDriver incorporates a limited table of freight ferry fares, where these have been
published on web sites. However, it is recognised that hauliers may negotiate their own 
arrangements for cross channel fares, and TruckDriver offers the alternative of entering these 
instead.

Truckdriver is hosted on the Sollerta website and the most up to date version is found on 

http://www.sollerta.com/truckdriver3.html

A typical output from TruckDriver is shown in Fig 1 below. The journey shown is between 
Dublin and Madrid, with sea crossings between Rosslare and Pembroke and subsequently 
between Dover and Calais. The driving times, break times and rest times are listed for the 
various legs of the journey. These are also shown diagrammatically with colour codes (white 
for driving, grey for a statutory break period, blue for a sea crossing and green for a statutory 
rest period). There are tables showing driving times, ferry fares and a summary of the 
journey. 

The utility allows for comparison of routes and estimated costs.

http://www.sollerta.com/truckdriver3.html
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Outputs from TruckDriver – comparing routes

We used Truckdriver to compare journeys between the UK and mainland Europe using 
various cross channel routes. The Dover – Calais route is very efficient and was used as the 
benchmark. Alternative crossings considered were Poole – Cherbourg and Poole – Santander.

Fig 1 Typical output from TruckDriver
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The example shown in Fig 2 depicts a start 
point at Pembroke, so that it could be 
representative of both traffic from the 
West region of England and Wales and 
also Irish traffic via the land bridge. For 
current values of diesel fuel, it was found 
that the Dover – Calais route is more 
economic for destinations in France east 
of the line Caen – Marseilles. TruckDriver
shows that western France would be more 
economically served via Poole –
Cherbourg. 

For journeys into Spain and Portugal, the 
Poole – Santander route is more cost 
effective, with a saving of about 10%. 
Changes in ferry fares, and fuel prices, 
motorway tolls and eco-taxe will expand 
or contract these areas.

A similar picture emerges if we take as 
our starting point a northern city such as 
Manchester. 

It may be concluded that a short sea 
crossing with RORO into the Iberian 
Peninsula could offer the good deal that 
might interest a haulage company.

Other Concerns

Unfortunately hauliers are a conservative 
bunch and their attitude is ‘why change a 
good system?’ They have reasonable 
concerns such as the infrequent sailings
from western channel ports to northern 
Spain, which are perhaps twice a week 
instead of sailings every 20 minutes for 
the Dover – Calais crossing. The risk of 
missing the sailing due to traffic hold ups 
is a serious consideration. 

Also if the driver and his lorry are at sea 
for 24 hours, there is no opportunity to 
seek return loads. Some drivers spend 
weeks away from home picking up loads 

Fig 2: Channel Crossings Compared
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where they can (i.e. ‘tramping’) before eventually getting back home. However, with a full 
load outward, there is nothing to stop the driver travelling overland on the return leg with the 
possibility of finding an opportunity to pick up a load.

Also, and this was pointed out by the Road Haulage Association, ferry companies seem not to  
have realised that a significant proportion of lorry drivers are now women, who don’t take 
kindly to sharing a cabin with men on the sea crossing.

On the other hand, life for hauliers is getting quite difficult, with France in particular 
forbidding any lorry movements on a Sunday. Lorries are also forbidden in France on 
Saturdays in the holiday season. Furthermore, the new eco-taxe is likely to increase the costs 
of moving goods through France. On top of this, hauliers continually complain about how 
enthusiastic the police are in stopping lorry drivers for seemingly small misdemeanours and 
imposing eye-watering fines. 

Perhaps because of these overriding factors, there is an increasing interest in using the 
western channel ports for channel crossings and the ferry services into northern Spain are 
increasingly used. As shown by the Truckdriver calculations, there is a reasonable extra profit 
to be gained in these short sea crossings.

Multimodal LIFT- ON, LIFT- OFF (LOLO) Operations

The PROPOSSE project originally wanted to consider also the economic advantages of Lift 
On – Lift Off as an alternative to the ubiquitous Roll On – Roll Off. But because of way the 
work of the project unrolled, this was not followed up to the same extent. Nevertheless, we at 
Sollerta in conjunction with Marine South East have done some thinking about this and we 
would like to share this with you in this paper. Poole Harbour Commissioners are particularly 
interested in this option because of navigation concerns around Brownsea Island, which is at 
the entrance to the harbour. The entrance channel is quite narrow and the increasing size of 
freight ferries cause a backwash which can be of concern to the yachting marinas which are 
prevalent in this holiday region of the coast.

LOLO could offer considerable 
cost savings on the sea route as can 
be seen by comparing the types of 
ship that are used for RORO and 
LOLO modes. 

A freight ferry is a complex ship, 
with high capital cost, and high 
running cost. One of the largest 
freight ferries currently in service is 
the MV Cotentin (Fig 3) with a 
displacement of over 20,000 
tonnes. This vessel has a crew of 
about 50.

Fig 3 MV Cotentin (Brittany Ferries)
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The vessel carries about 120 
lorries and their trailers with 
accommodation for the drivers 
and also supports to their needs at 
sea. A ship of this complexity has 
a high capital cost and a high 
running cost.

A short sea feeder ship is by 
contrast relatively simple in 
design and requires only a small 
crew to run it. Ship such as these 
have a lower capital cost and 
lower running cost. 

The ship illustrated, the MV Elisabeth is 5000 Gross tonnes and can carry 650 TEU.

LOLO Disadvantages

But on the debit side, there are a number of disadvantages that need to be overcome. As 
mentioned above, hauliers are very reluctant to change established business practices, and 
there is a perception that customs and administration burdens would be higher. 

The sea transfer is slow – services currently on offer can take a week between UK and 
Spanish ports. There is also the perception amongst hauliers and freight forwarders that 
containers dropped off at a port could be there for many days. 

There is a question of security and insurance risk. For certain parts of Europe insurance 
premiums are very high.

Also hauliers do not want to lose control of their responsibilities. There are at least 5 
organisations that have to work in concert to provide a transfer of goods between the start 
point and its end destination. These are

 The haulier transporting to the exit port
 The exit port
 The ship carrying out the short sea crossing
 The entry port
 The haulier transporting the goods to the final destination

In contrast the RORO operation needs only one organisation in the chain – the driver.

On top of this there are the added risks of more involved port procedures, strikes, and the 
weather. 

Fig 4 MV Elisabeth
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So can these objections be mitigated?

Cargo 2000

It is clear that if LOLO operations are to compete on a par with the well proven RORO 
operations, LOLO management needs to be seamless. 

Our proposal is to explore the development of a system along the lines of that adopted by the 
International Air Transport Association (IATA) to move air cargo across the world. This
system is called Cargo 2000 and it is a logical and successful approach. 

Cargo 20001 was an IATA Interest Group, which brought together some 50 major airlines, 
freight forwarders, ground handling agents, trucking companies and IT providers to 
implement a new quality management system for the worldwide air cargo industry. Working 
with customers, the group re-engineered the transportation process from shipper to consignee 
through a "Master Operating Plan", which drove corrective action systems. The key to the 
Master Operating Plan was the creation of a unique "route map" for individual shipments, 
which was then monitored and measured throughout the life of that shipment with a series of 
checkpoints, which became Service Performance Indicators (SPIs).

Group members integrated SPIs into their own electronic systems for capturing and recording 
performance within their operations.

The approach was refined for the short sea shipping sector in a project managed by the 
Freight Transport Association (FTA). This brought together shipping providers, port 
managers, owners and agents and customers between the Ports of Rotterdam (The 
Netherlands) and Göteborg (Sweden). The European Shippers’ Council and the Dutch 
Swedish Shippers’ Council played major parts in this, along with the port managers and 
shipping lines. The outcome was an eight point set of Service Performance Indicators.

The FTA pointed out that mistakes are most easily made every time goods and documents are 
passed between parties. Thus:

 There must be a clear understanding of the start and end points of each phase of the 
process and a clear allocation of responsibility.

 There must be a common understanding and a common vocabulary to avoid the chance 
of confusion.

The vision of Cargo 2000 is

• Industry initiative applied to the world wide air cargo industry
• Objectives: to implement processes, backed by measurable quality standards to 

improve efficiency of air cargo
• Cutting down operational costs and enhancing customer service

                                                
1 http://www.iata.org/whatwedo/cargo/cargo2000/Pages/index.aspx?NRMODE=Unpublished
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Cargo 2000 has developed a Quality Certificate (C2K) which companies can attain as a mark 
of quality and trust.

The Cargo 2000 website reports that more and more customers are choosing Cargo 2000 
companies.

The Sea Shuttle Concept

Drawing from the Cargo 2000 experience, we propose a business arrangement to be called 
the ‘Sea Shuttle’

The Sea Shuttle concept envisages agreements set up between ports, hauliers and ship 
companies to offer a transparent service to the client. We believe that it requires deep 
cooperation between ports at the end of a sea leg. This would be the spine of the concept. The 
two ports would draw up a common set of working practices, a common Quality Assurance
system if you will and this would be enshrined in a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA).

The common working practices would entail:

a) A common aim and vision

Examples of this common aim and vision would be

 To achieve an efficient flow of goods between the ports at competitive rates
 To manage transport from the start point to the end destination
 To give full visibility to the client
 A clear understanding of the start and end points of each phase of the process and a 

clear allocation of responsibility
 A common vocabulary to avoid confusion

b) Common Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

The Key Performance Indicators and Service Performance Indicators are complementary to 
each other. 

The Key Performance Indicators report whether the shipment arrives on time and 
undamaged. However if there is a shortfall in performance, it is then too late to do anything 
about it.

KPIs are an indication of the general health of an operation, measured over a given period of 
time. A new customer would be looking at KPIs to gain assurance that the service offered 
was a good one. 

An example of KPIs is the Performance Quality Declaration as required by EN 13011:2000
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GENERAL / CONTRACTUAL QUALITY
Quality Criteria Application

(tick when 
applicable)

Performance Level and unit

Packaging operations xx% conforming operations
Preparing and dispatching operations xx% conforming operations
Handling and storing operations xx% conforming operations
Transportation xx% conforming operations
Transfer operations xx% conforming operations
Tracking and tracing operations xx% conforming operations
Auxiliary operations xx% conforming operations
Collection date/time <x% more than ±y hours (min)
Delivery date/time <x% more than ±y hours (min)
Collection place < x% other places
Delivery place < x% other places
Temperature Min/Max xº C or x-xx º C
Humidity Max xx% r.h.
Air pressure x-xx kPa
Controlled atmosphere Gas type: x-xx% / ppm
Drop and shock Max xx m/s
Compression Max xx N/m2

Vibration Max x G between x – xx Hz
Orientation

This gives a snapshot of the success or otherwise of an organisation in achieving the service
that it offers. 
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c) Common Service Performance Indicators (SPIs)

Service Performance Indicators (SPIs) on the other hand give an early warning indication of a 
build up of problems and enables management action to mitigate potential failures. They 
enable tracking of the goods and allow contingency planning.

Service Performance Indicators pertinent to Short Sea Shipping would be as follows:

1 The booking Bookings made by the shipper clearly 
specify: dates, times, locations, weight and 
any special instructions

2 Collect shipment The collection begins and ends at the time 
agreed

3 Deliver to terminal The shipment is delivered to the agreed 
terminal, with the required documentation

4 Terminal handling & the voyage The shipment arrives at the destination 
port at the time agreed

5 Terminal handling & the voyage ii The shipment is cleared for collection 
(normally within eight hours) following 
the arrival of the vessel

6 Collect shipment from terminal and 
deliver to consignee i

All shipments are collected from the 
terminal as agreed in the contract

7 Collect shipment from terminal and 
deliver to consignee ii

Gate in– Gate out time as agreed in the 
local contract

8 Collect shipment from terminal and 
deliver to consignee iii

The shipment arrives at the agreed time 
and location with no damage

d) Strict attention to security issues

The principle security issues concern theft, and infiltration by illegal immigrants or drugs.  
Concern about terrorism is far less.

According to the UK’s Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA), over 1600 vehicles were 
stolen in 2009, many sold for scrap. The insurance value is over £1b per annum. Many of the 
victims go out of business altogether.

SOCA claims that for those vehicles discovered to have illegal immigrants stowed away, in 
60% of the cases, there were adequate security devices installed in the vehicle, but the driver 
did not use them.

Signum Services Ltd (SSI) is the investigative arm of Thomas Miller & Co. Ltd. and 
conducts investigations on behalf of the Members of the UK P&I (Protection and Indemnity) 
Club and similar organisations. They have carried out many investigations of container crime. 
They find that often the haulier has engaged an unsuitable or inexperienced self-employed 
driver. SSI’s case studies show that criminals tamper with seals and hinges on container 
doors, which are not checked either in the port or by the driver. In many cases the theft is 
only discovered at the final destination.
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Having secure areas in the port where the containers can be stored ready for onward 
transmission will reduce the vulnerability to criminal activity, as will reducing to a minimum
the time that the containers stay in the port, waiting for a ship or a tractor for onward 
transmission.

Project Management

In complex arrangements such as these, a key point is who holds the contract and who 
manages the contract? Under this proposed arrangement, the 2 port consortium would hold 
the contract but the project manager would depend from which side of the channel the 
container originated.

Suppose we had a Port(UK-ES) consortium set up for movements between UK and Spain and 
a company in the UK wanted to send a consignment to Spain. The UK company would let the 
contract to the Port(UK-ES) consortium. For this movement, Port(UK) would provide the 
project manager and Port(ES) the deputy project manager. 

Port(UK) would instruct a haulier on its trusted list to pick up the goods and also 
instruct a ship company to call at the port at a given date.

Port(UK) would also instruct Port(ES) to set up complementary arrangements for the 
consignment to be picked up for onward transmission in Spain.

The Port(UK) as project manager would manage the process, keeping check on the 
service performance indicators and taking appropriate action if problems arose.

For a transfer from Spain to UK, the Port(ES) would be the project manager. All the 
management roles would be reversed.

The relationships are shown diagrammatically in Fig 5 below.

The project manager and the deputy project manager would necessarily work very closely 
together to ensure the smooth transfer of the materiel. Both sides would rely heavily on 
electronic exchange of documentation. Clearly the format of documentation would need to be 
common to both parties. But in all management structures, the chemistry between the project 
management teams at both ends of the collaboration is extremely important. People have to 
get to know each other, trust each other and respect each other, and bad behaviour has to be 
rooted out. 

The ship companies are a vital element of course and feeder lines are springing up to attract 
this sort of business. If enough business is generated it may be that the ship company 
becomes part of the consortium. An alternative is that the ports might themselves lease a ship 
to be dedicated to that route. There are many other ideas to be explored.
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Benchmarking

As part of as continuous improvement process, it is to expected that the consortium would 
work closely together to discuss lessons learned and developing ideas for improvement. 

Benchmarking has been shown to be a highly efficient way of capitalising on the ideas from 
other industries. The process was developed by Xerox many years ago. As it was 
inappropriate and/or impossible for the company to approach competitors to find out their 
trade secrets, Xerox adapted the concept to include collaboration with firms in non competing 
industries. The crucial point is that all business processes can find their analogues in very 
different industries. Discussions with practitioners in these industries can lead to a useful 
exchange of ideas and development of improvements to the process.  The advantage of this 
approach is that the industries collaborating with each are not competitors and an exchange of 
ideas is therefore facilitated.

Professor Martin Christopher2 cites Robert Camp as identifying a number of benefits which 
accrue from benchmarking. These include

                                                
2 Martin Christopher: Logistics and Supply Chain Management 3rd Edition; Prentice Hall 2005

Fig 5: Diagrammatic representation of Sea Shuttle Management arrangements
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 The best practice from any industry can be creatively incorporated into processes of 
the benchmarked function

 It can provide stimulation and motivation to professionals whose creativity is required 
to perform and implement benchmark findings

 Benchmarking breaks down the ingrained reluctance of operators to change. It has 
been found that people are more receptive to ideas coming from outside their own 
industry.

 Benchmarking may identify a technological breakthrough that would not have been 
recognised within one’s own industry for some time to come.

Trusted Hauliers

A critical part of the arrangement would be that each port would manage the inward and 
outward land transportation of goods to their own port.  Each port would undertake to 
encourage hauliers to sign up to principles that complemented the aims and vision. The idea 
would be to set up a cadre of trusted hauliers who worked to the KPIs and SPIs enshrined in 
the agreement between the ports. 

It would be expected that agreed rates for haulage would be set up. There would probably be 
a minimum guaranteed work over a year, and the port would guarantee to offer hauliers on 
their trusted list the first opportunity to pick up a load.

All contractors value certainty whatever the business. If a haulier is on a port’s trusted haulier 
list, this would become a quality mark for them to attract other business. 

Summary

There is considerable reluctance of hauliers conducting business between the UK and 
mainland Europe to use any route other than the Dover – Calais crossing. They have good 
business reasons for adopting this stance. The Dover – Calais route is well proven and 
efficient. Sailings from other ports are much less frequent. Moreover, road hauliers would 
normally wish to avoid sea crossings of longer duration because it cuts down their freedom to 
seek new business. 

The Dover – Calais crossing is the most efficient route for most destinations in France and in 
certain circumstances even South West Spain.  The Poole – Cherbourg route could provide 
cost savings for destinations in Western France. This also applies to traffic from Ireland 
entering the UK from Pembroke or Swansea.

Moreover short sea shipping with RORO could provide cost benefits for short sea crossings 
from between the UK Western Channel ports and the Iberian Peninsula. The increases in fuel 
and also road tolls will further influence the cost equation. The short sea option is made 
further attractive by the steps taken by the French government to ban lorry movements on 
Sundays and also on Saturdays in the holiday season.
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LOLO could offer larger cost savings but as the management is complex, LOLO operations 
are not immediately attractive to hauliers and their clients.  If LOLO is to compete with 
RORO in short sea shipping routes, ports will have to take a more proactive role than being 
merely a conduit for traffic. The project management arrangements described in the previous 
paragraphs require the ports taking on some of the roles of freight forwarder. 

Finally, though outside the scope of this paper, it is worth noting that there is an increasing 
interest in Port Centric Logistics where the port operator works on site or just off site with 
specialist logistics firms in an integrated business model. This can deliver measurable 
environmental benefits. It enables cargo owners to gain control of both supply-chain costs 
and timing of the movement of their goods.  It opens up each element of the inland logistics 
cost and process to scrutiny and improvement. It also offers increased security as a beneficial 
consequence. It would seem that there is a synergy between the management arrangements 
described above to create a viable LOLO business and those for port centric logistics 
operations.
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